Can I terminate my occupancy Agreement?

**Prior to moving in:**
- Yes, before the 18th of January.*
- After the 18th of January* clause 10 and 12 of your Occupancy Agreement apply. This states you remain liable for your tariff until the end of your Occupancy Agreement.

**After moving in:**
- After the 18th of January* clause 10 and 12 of your Occupancy Agreement apply. This states you remain liable for your tariff until the end of your Occupancy Agreement.

**Criteria for early termination:**

The following criteria are the only valid reasons the ANU will consider your request to terminate your Occupancy Agreement:

- Disciplinary or legal reasons
- Significant unforeseen health and/or medical existing conditions.
- Unforeseen enrollment status changes.

If you meet the criteria and you are wanting to terminate your Occupancy Agreement, if it is after 18th of January* then:
- Refer to the steps in the right column to apply to terminate your Occupancy Agreement.
- If your Occupancy Agreement is terminated, charges and fees are payable.

---

*Based on 2021 dates. Please check the website for confirmation.*